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SUMMARY:  

To remain a market leader in the delivery of next-generation IT, CSRA has 

adopted multiple strategies and methods to ensure we attract, train, develop, 

and retain top talent in many fields of practice. Our overall strategy involves 

creating a workplace “where” people want to work; dedicating ourselves to a 

mission set to attract “what” passionate technologists want to do; focusing on a 

proactive training and development regimen and conducive work environments 

to enhance “how” technologists do their job; and creating an innovative delivery 

model to create stability and diversity for “why” a technologist would want to 

stay at our company. Candidates in emerging next generation IT fields have 

many options and need these where, what, how and why questions of their 

careers answered before selecting a company to join. CSRA’s holistic focus 

around all of these elements provides an actionable strategy to ensure we 

attract, train, develop, and retain the best workforce to effectively meet the 

mission-critical needs of our customers.  

ASSESSMENT:  

The first element of CSRA’s strategy involves a comprehensive assessment of 

the future of next-generation technology, customer needs, and our corporate 

profile in order to prioritize investments and focus areas for recruiting and 

training. This assessment is completed by the company’s network of Chief 

Technology Officer (CTOs) in concert with a set of managers that lead our 

forward-leaning ”Brands” organization. Our CTOs are aligned to various 

customer markets (defense, intelligence, homeland security, health, and civil 

government) and understand the buying trends and future requirements of their 

respective markets. The Brand managers are aligned to 12 focus areas of next-

generation technology and understand the future technology roadmaps and 

collaborate to prioritize how these technology areas map to the time-phased 

future requirements of each respective market set, creating a knowledge / 

skillset demand profile.  

At CSRA, we use data driven models to support a whole host of HR analytics 

initiatives. We use our internal data science practice to build and retain our 

future demand model of our company’s next generation of IT skills. We mined 

years of CIO survey results, social media sites, job boards, and internal HR 

records. Using our new techniques in technology disruption detection, text 

analysis, linear regression, and correlation analysis, our data scientists can 

identify CSRA’s top IT priorities and the skills critical for us to succeed in a 

 

“To be able to lead our 

customers to their digital 

futures, we’ll need to 

attract, train, develop, and 

retain brilliant people and 

teams who are passionate 

about helping our 

customers enable the 

safety, security, health and 

well-being of our nation.” 

 

 

Yogesh Khanna, Chief 

Technology Officer, CSRA 
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competitive market and, in turn, help our government customers enable the 

safety, security, health and well-being of our nation. 

The next step in our assessment process is to map the current base of 

employees with respective skillsets to the needs of our future strategy. Factors 

we take into account are growth of the talent base through new business and 

the opportunity to acquire new university graduates, maturation of skillsets 

through training, and the reality of attrition among those with highly sought-after 

qualifications and certifications. Working with our human resources and staffing 

organizations, the prioritized strategy from the CTOs and Brand managers can 

be utilized to forecast gaps in general skillsets. These gaps then form the 

foundation for actions to shape and drive specific recruiting, training, 

development, and retention activities.  

 

ATTRACT:  

Attracting the highly sought-after talent base in fields of next-generation 

information technology requires a company to present itself as attractive in 

terms of “where” and “how” a candidate wants to work and “what” a candidate 

wants to do. CSRA was created through the merger of the unit of CSC focused 

primarily on the public sector and SRA International, which also focused almost 

exclusively on the public sector. The resultant company is a leading IT services 

provider to the U.S. federal government. This concentration on a particular 

market allows us to emphasize the important missions that our customers must 

complete. These missions range from cancer genomics research, to classified 

intelligence programs, and from systems that meet the demands of the 

emerging refugee crisis, and challenges such as climate change, to managing 

logistics systems for the military that are larger and more complex than 

Walmart’s. CSRA’s dedication to these missions naturally attracts a certain 

subset of the talent base that has a passion for “what” work they are proud to 

do. The fields of next-generation technology are in such demand across many 

diverse markets and industries that a strategy that tries to approach all of them 

is not feasible or economical. Instead, by emphasizing our customers’ missions 

as the driving force behind why we do what we do, we differentiate ourselves 

from many other companies and provide an attractive choice for those 

candidates that are passionate about making a difference for our country.  

 

CSRA has also invested significantly in creating workplace environments and 

supporting IT solutions to make “where” our employees work an attractive 

alternative. Many of CSRA’s primary facilities leverage open floor plans, little to 
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no use of offices, and casual “living spaces” to facilitate collaboration, 

transparency, and a requirement for open and honest communication. Even our 

CEO’s office is a cubicle! The floorplans in these facilities have a significant 

amount of “flex” space for transient employees and those who work from home 

often. This flexibility and openness in collaboration is not only designed to 

increase overall productivity, but align well with how today’s university 

graduates choose to work, helping to attract new talent. Today’s diverse 

workforce is attracted to flexibility in work times, work locations, and the 

workplace environment. These factors determine “where” a prospective 

employee works and CSRA has created an environment where our employees 

can work productively and efficiently.  

 

To recruit the next generation workforce that is growing up on the Net and is 

often more knowledgeable about new programming languages, open source 

software products, or the latest applications, it is important for companies to 

start early and identify top talent currently enrolled in universities and colleges 

around our country. CSRA has an active Internship program and affiliations 

with several leading schools that enable us to recruit early and groom the talent 

for the workforce of tomorrow. Our University Relations team has built 

exceptional relationships with universities and colleges in regions where our 

customers operate. As an example, our relationships with Louisiana Tech, 

Northwestern University and Bossier Parish Community College enable top 

talent in that area to gain experience in our Integrated Technology Center 

(“ITC”) through summer and semester internships and then get high tech jobs 

immediately upon graduation to serve a vast portfolio of our customers. In 

addition, we have trained faculty side-by-side with our technologists so they can 

take real-life problem sets and knowledge back into their classrooms, and have 

supported faculty in summer internships so the skills gained in industry can be 

rolled back into the curricula when they return to school. 

 

We support ethical hackathons that introduce real world problems to students 

so that they are better prepared for the industry. “CyberStorm” at Louisiana 

Tech is one example where we contribute to scenario definitions for a day-long 

hackathon which serves as the final exam for these cyber engineering students.  

These events are hosted by our CSRA SMEs in areas like Networking and 

Cybersecurity and enable a level of engagement that facilitates mentoring 

relationships which are mutually rewarding for the SMEs and for the students. 
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Our university partnerships have already yielded highly qualified interns and 

university new hires who are uniquely qualified to join our workforce and be 

productive immediately, decreasing our mean-time-to-productivity from months 

to weeks or days. In addition, these partnerships offer our staff training 

programs that result in the same certifications which we are seeking in new 

staff. Cross – training efforts have included CSRA providing training and 

internship opportunities to our partner institution faculty who then return to their 

institutions where they infuse that knowledge into course problem sets, projects 

and lab exercises.   

 

At Louisiana Tech, CSRA has sponsored a lab with our Alliance partners, which 

contains software and systems that reflect our best projection of future 

technologies so that these students will be prepared to “hit the deck running”. 

We continue to infuse our continuously updated future demand profile through 

strategic appointments of senior technologists to various industry advisory 

boards at our academic partners. Our list of needed certifications and 

knowledge has been shared with the Louisiana Economic Development 

department, both providing an industry direction perspective and serving as the 

basis for state grants to local institutions to fund related certification training, 

thus enriching the future IT workforce who will be eligible to join CSRA upon 

graduation. 

 

Members of our technology community constantly strive to learn more, expand 

their horizons, and prefer to keep pace with the ever-changing technology 

landscape. Our go to market vendor-agnostic strategy enables us to foster a 

hybrid environment that provides broad exposure to innovative technologies, 

solutions, and services and provides our employees a robust platform to learn 

and grow their professional careers. Our ability to collaborate with a diverse set 

of leading technology vendor partners and craft the most compelling business 

solutions and services for our customers is a powerful lever for us to attract 

some of the best talent in the Industry. 

 

TRAIN AND DEVELOP:  

CSRA’s emphasis on training centers on “certifications that matter” is espoused 

by our CEO. Through the strategic planning activity highlighted above, we 

identify where talent gaps exist that map to current or future customer 

requirements. These requirements can come from either a mandated level of 

proficiency as evidenced by specific certifications (i.e., DoD 8570 
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requirements), or necessary proficiency as tied to the complexity of the systems 

involved. Through this gap analysis and understanding of our markets, CSRA 

identifies those certifications that will most positively affect the quality of the 

systems that we build and maintain. Currently the following certifications have 

been identified as our top priorities and where we are focusing training and 

development initiatives.  

- Amazon Web Services  

- Microsoft Azure 

- Salesforce 

- ServiceNow 

- DoD 8570 certifications 

- Infrastructures: ITIL v3.0, Foundations; CompTIA A+; CompTIA 

Network+; CompTIA Server+ 

- Cyber: CompTIA Security+, CRISC, CISSP, CISM 

This strategic focus on certifications that matter allows CSRA to be proactive in 

training its workforce in anticipation of demand rather than reacting to potential 

deficiencies. The message that this certification readiness sends to our 

employees is that we are planning for the future and they are part of it. Rather 

than simply recognizing when an employee “earns” a certification, our message 

to them is to emphasize their role in our future and get them certified in 

anticipation of a customer need. Considering how fast technology moves in 

current times, our employees find that the company’s investment in certification 

programs allows employees to keep their skills current and cutting edge very 

empowering.  Our customers also appreciate the next generation skill sets our 

employees offer to ensure that “commercial”-like solutions are being applied in 

building the government’s next-generation systems. This helps develop our 

talent, grow our pipeline, and contributes to our overarching corporate culture.  

 

CSRA also provides tuition reimbursement for our employees who are pursuing 

undergraduate and graduate degrees. While this benefit is considered attractive 

by those who use it, we actually see much greater benefit and activism by 

employees in our certification programs. The reimbursement program fosters 

an environment of continuous learning that is critical to the success of CSRA, 

and for our employees, to keep with the pace of change that continues to 

accelerate. 

 

While employers often provide guidance on the type of skills that are critical for 

the company to succeed, the responsibility to educate and stay abreast of the 
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evolving technologies has shifted to the employees. Channels available to our 

employees to learn new skills continue to evolve. With self-paced web based 

learning modules readily accessible on-line, coupled with the explosion of 

MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) that cover a vast spectrum of topics 

that are relevant to our industry, it is easier than ever before for employees to 

take control of their learning and development plans. Common sources of 

online learning for our employees include a huge library of relevant courseware 

administered through CSRA’s University powered by Skillport; open 

courseware from many institutions from Bossier Parish Community College in 

Bossier City, LA to MIT in Boston, MA. CSRA, and the IT industry as a whole, is 

evolving to an environment of self-learning, which is gradually becoming an 

industry best practice. 

 

A way for CSRA’s technology talent to gain hands-on experience is by working 

on our “Customer Zero” initiatives. At CSRA, our standard practice is to 

consume our solutions and services, targeted for our customers, to run our own 

business. Our Chief Information Officer (CIO) is very much an internal 

customer, referred to as Customer Zero, and collaborates with our solution 

architects and our delivery and operations teams to exercise our market facing 

offerings and harvest the value they create for our internal operations. This 

approach allows our technologists to validate the value proposition of our 

offerings in-house and gives our customers the confidence that the offerings 

have been successfully deployed and present minimal risk. Our Customer Zero 

program is an excellent way to instill confidence in our employees and in our 

customers that our solutions and services deliver the value as advertised. 

 

RETAIN:  

CSRA views retention as an important strategic initiative because people 

trained in high demand next-generation technology fields have tremendous 

potential for mobility across industries, markets, and companies. We do this by 

addressing employee needs for connectivity through internal networks to 

reinforce “why” they are part of our future, and through focused recognition 

initiatives to celebrate “why” their achievements matter to our company and 

customers. A key ingredient to successful retention is to create a positive 

association between an employee and his or her work. We accomplish this by 

recognizing our employees in various ways. When employees are undergoing a 

certification training program, networks of support are established to encourage 

these people to stay motivated and understand their role in the future of our 
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company and our customers’ missions. As employees successfully complete 

their certifications, they are publicly recognized across the company for their 

achievements. This not only congratulates them for the hard work put into 

passing a certification exam, but also sends the message that CSRA is 

investing in the future of our company through its people, and these people are 

a key element of that future.   

 

CSRA also emphasizes leadership training in addition to technical training. To 

establish a culture of leadership, even the “techies” must be trained and 

mentored to lead people, lead technical solutions, and gain connections with 

our customers so that they become a driver of a solution, not just a participant 

on a team. Leadership training culminates in a series of “Engage” events held 

throughout the year where CSRA’s leaders gather, collaborate on many of the 

strategic problems our company and customers are facing, and ultimately ends 

with recognition for those leaders who have demonstrated the qualities that 

define CSRA culture. This active area of training our employees to be leaders 

helps reinforce their role in our future, provides a sense of job stability for them, 

and ultimately helps CSRA meets its customer needs better.  

 

Another effective retention strategy is our Distinguished Engineer (DE) and 

Distinguished Architect (DA) program designed to recognize, empower and 

celebrate the very best engineers and architects in CSRA’s technical 

community. These DEs and DAs apply broad expertise across multiple 

technology domains and demonstrate deep understanding of systems 

engineering and architecture methodologies to improve decisions about new 

research and development, innovation, solution designs, implementation, and 

delivery risks. They influence performance by ensuring effective utilization of 

existing technology and providing vision to explore emerging technology for 

future.  This program brings out the best in our company and inspires all the 

technologists to achieve greater heights and deliver enduring value to our 

customers.  

 

Our Internal Research and Development (IRAD) program encourages out-of-

the-box thinking and funds strategic projects that allow innovation to be infused 

and blossom across our accounts. To harvest the collective intellectual capacity 

of our company, we crowd-source ideas from practitioners across our accounts, 

our business development community, our delivery and operations teams, and 

at times from our partners and customers.  These ideas are evaluated against 

criteria that align to the specific needs of our customers and support is provided 
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to build compelling business cases and seek funding to bring these ideas to life.  

This program provides an excellent platform for our technical community to 

exercise their entrepreneurial spirit.  

 

One other innovative way CSRA is retaining talent is through our customer 

service delivery model. For strategic next-generation specialty areas such as 

cybersecurity, CSRA has created a single matrix organization to serve as a 

homeroom for these employees. This ties the employee’s job not to a single 

contract, but rather to a family of similar employees which enhances their sense 

of connection to the company. This model also facilitates better staffing of 

contracts due to the flexibility and visibility of the matrix organization to shift 

resources efficiently. This shifting of employees across projects also caters to 

the emerging desire of many to not get pigeon-holed into a single job for 

extended periods of time, but have exposure to many interesting missions, 

challenges, and programs across our customer base. This keeps the 

employees engaged, committed to the long term success of the company, and 

ultimately reaffirms “why” the employees came to CSRA in the first place: to 

solve many interesting challenges across a critical mission set.   

 

Our homeroom approach provides reassurance that we are committed to 

helping employees build careers at CSRA and not just fulfill a contract 

requirement. For example, we have a team of resources in HR who are 100% 

focused on employee redeployment when they are interested or need a new 

contract assignment. This team of internal mobility specialists not only take 

care of our employees, but also take care of our customers by providing 

immediate support in identifying critical talent a customer might need at any 

given moment across CSRA. 

 

We foster a “team” environment in which collaboration is at the heart of 

everything, so that no one feels isolated or solely responsible for creating and 

delivering value for our customers. CSRA has a program to build “Brilliant 

Teams” that provides focus on Alignment, Connectivity, and Drive; as well as 

recognizing and practicing the Brilliant Teams mindsets and behaviors we’ve 

created. By providing a sense of purpose, distinct goals/measures and clear 

roles and responsibilities, Brilliant Teams align around a clear and common 

destination. By providing continual formal and informal bi-directional 

communications, listening, empowering, and establishing common behaviors, 

mind-sets and work rhythm, leaders provide the connectivity within the team to 

work together effectively. Recognizing accomplishments, mentoring poor 
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performance, and implementing a learning environment, Brilliant Teams can 

accomplish their goals with a high probability of success. By focusing on the 

team performance more than the execution of the work, the team can 

collectively improve the performance of others, resulting in an atmosphere of 

best ideas, best performance, best people, and a sense of fun.  

 

A final element of retention is to connect our employees with each other and 

with external networks. CSRA utilizes internal social networking applications as 

a core element of our day-to-day interactions which exposes interest, 

challenges, opportunities, and knowledge more broadly across the company. In 

addition, we help our employees tap into external networks through 

professional societies, university engagements, and customer interaction. 

Ensuring an employee feels connected with his or her peers, leadership, 

mission, and future significantly increases the probability of retention and 

success and reasserts “why” they are a part of our team.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

CSRA’s multi-dimensional talent management strategy is focused on creating a 

workplace “where” people want to work; dedicating itself to a mission set to 

attract “what” passionate technologists want to do; focusing on a proactive 

training regimen to evolve “how” technologists do their job; and creating an 

innovative delivery model to create stability and diversity for “why” a 

technologist would want to stay at our corporation. Candidates in emerging next 

generation IT fields have many options and need these where, what, how and 

why questions of their careers answered before selecting a company to join. 

CSRA’s holistic focus around all of these elements provides an actionable 

strategy to ensure we attract, train, develop, and retain the best workforce to 

meet our customers’ critical missions.  

 

 

About CSRA 

Enduring Values. Inspired Performance. 

Every day CSRA makes a difference in how the government serves our country and our citizens. 

We are inspired by the important missions of our customers and we believe that by working 

together we can deliver exceptional next-generation IT solutions and professional services to 

enable the safety, security, health and well-being of our nation.  

For More Information 

To learn more about our 

services and capabilities, 

please contact us at 

(703)653-5360 or 

info@csra.com. 

 

    

 


